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Bob Campbell MW95pts | Sauvignon Blanc 2023
“Intense, vibrant wine that lives up to its exalted reputation.” Bob Campbell MW, Real Review

Discover Sauvignon Blanc 2023




Coming Soon00DAYS
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:

00MINUTES


We're counting down to something special at Cloudy bay. We look forward to sharing this exciting update with you, so check back and see what's got us all excited.





Sauvignon Blanc 2023
Our Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2023 is here. Enticing and appealing, the 2023 Sauvignon Blanc has notes of ripe honeydew melon, passionfruit, vibrant citrus and a subtle touch of fresh blackcurrant leaf.
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Te Koko
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Te Wāhi



Pelorus



Pelorus Rosé












" The essence of Cloudy Bay glory is that it is a wine in which everybody can taste what makes it great  "




About usGreat wine by great people
The Cloudy Bay story is one of vision, adventure and captivating flavour. Discover the stories, people and places behind our iconic New Zealand wines.

Learn more
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Social channelsFrom the #cloudybay communityWine is made for sharing. Join the table (or picnic blanket) on our social channels.
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Subscribe to cloudy bay's newsletter
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Newsletter
Let’s stay in touch. Sign up to our newsletter to receive our news, tips, recipes and offers straight to your inbox.
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